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Spring Time Delight

Image and other great recipes courtesy of Scattered Thoughts of a Crafty Mom

• 2 lbs container of Strawberries
• Sugar
• Large box of instant vanilla pudding (the one with 6 servings)
• Tub of cool whip
• 16 oz pound cake

Ingredients

To get directions keep reading here

Spring is upon us, which means it is time for strawberries. Here is a favorite spring 
time delight that is quick to make. It is great for kids and picnics; and for adults, it 
pairs well with a glass of champagne during a Sunday brunch.

Knowledge Center

Payor Enrollment Mistake #3: Make sure to sign the form 
and make sure the right person signs the form
This sounds silly, but it is one of the most common mistakes. You don’t want to go 
through all the work only to have your acceptance delayed because of a signature...
keep reading

Knowledge Center

Payor Enrollment Mistake #2: Confirm realistic 
timeframes for processing
The key to avoiding payor enrollment mistake #2 is to be patient before accepting 
new patients. To avoid payor enrollment mistake #2, pick your favorite overly used 
cliché...keep reading

Knowledge Center

Payor Enrollment Mistake #1: Avoid your CAQH account 
from lapsing / Ensure your CAQH is updated before the 
credentialing process
Your CAQH account is essential when it comes to payor enrollment and applying to a 
new insurance network. For new and existing physician practices and medical 
providers, we recommended verifying your CAQH account is active and up to 
date…keep reading
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Heidi Henderson

Note From Heidi
Spring is a time for growth and revitalization and 1st Credentialing is taking that to 
heart by showcasing our new website. We are very proud of the information we are 
now able to offer our clients regarding our services, who we are, and informative 
content on our new Education and Video pages. We also have blogs posted to social 
media, such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube so we can keep you up to date on the 
latest in credentialing. Be sure to follow us there as well!

1st Credentialing is fast becoming the premier credentialing service in the US. We 
have filed well over 50,000 applications for providers from all specialties, and we can 
help you too.

Please take a minute to review our new website and let us know if there is anything 
we can do for you. Visit 1stCredentialing.com or follow us on Twitter: @1st_credent 
or Facebook: Facebook.com/1stCredentialing

Happy Spring!

Heidi Henderson
Founder/Principal, 1st Credentialing
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